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1: Go in Action by William Kennedy
William Kennedy is a seasoned software developer, author of the blog www.enganchecubano.com, and organizer for
the Go-Miami and Miami MongoDB meetups. Brian Ketelsen is one of the organizers of GopherCon, an annual
conference for Go developers and coauthor of the Go-based Skynet framework.

I talked to myself about this when I was trying to write my early short stories and even my first novel. I
stopped being a Catholic and I stopped being a Democrat. He started writing for the school newspaper in
Albany and carried on through college and his first job, after the army, at the Albany Times Union. This was
in the early s when Albany, the state capital of New York, was riven with corruption scandals, political
infighting and social unrest, fertile territory for a young reporter. You have a built-in set of ethics. And then
you come back and you start to put them into fictional practice. It took me a while to separate the two careers.
One is so much involved with the moment and the topography of the moment, the sounds and sights and
smells of the moment. But fiction is not that. Fiction has to start inside. I thought the editors were mostly
brainless. I had to get out and do something different. This was when he started to pursue his fiction writing in
earnest. Saul Bellow happened to be in Puerto Rico teaching, and Kennedy sent him a manuscript, which he
enjoyed and sent to his own editor and agent. And I was working in isolation. I would take 35 books out of the
library at the same time. You come up against that question: Whereas, the writer has to train himself to
remember everything. The pattern will be unbreakable. It was the kind of place where at 9pm, the city editor
walked out of the newsroom to do a show on his local radio station, while the managing editor tore his hair out
over missing copy. There is a short tribute in his new novel to the strengthening experience of failure. This is
the time. I wanted to write a novel. I had failed as a short-story writer, so I decided I wanted to fail at
something bigger. The premise of Ironweed was so unpromising, that in marketing terms the writer still to this
day finds it funny: Or, as Kennedy puts it, smiling, "Who cares about bums? It was to Albany that Kennedy
found himself returning in his mind as he tried to knuckle down to full-time fiction-writing. While he was
there, he had been frustrated and bored. He began to talk in earnest to family members; to absorb their details
like a novelist. The great dinner parties they gave. My great uncle Pat was a kind of politician, a wheelman.
He rode a bicycle and wore bicycle clothes. And he knew a lot of people in power, governors and so on. And
he was a dude in a way. I remember him only as squat, cantankerous, funny. He had a beard like a comic-strip
character. And a white moustache. Some residual white hair. My mother loved him. He thought the sun
revolved around her. And out of that comes this new character. Kennedy was living more or less on the
poverty line, taking teaching jobs, doing bits of freelancing, supporting his wife and family and barely keeping
his head above water. Then something started to happen. Ironweed made the cover of the New York Times
book review. Then of the LA Times book review. Then of the Chicago newspapers. It was a phenomenon. I
got a thousand fan letters. The movie got made, and was nominated for two Oscars. Toni Morrison came next.
Brought another 1, people out. Kennedy, who is still heavily involved, considers it among his greatest
achievements. His best writing is still set in Albany, although the new novel opens dramatically in Cuba just
prior to the revolution. And Gabo came in and said: That he was very interested in Latin American movies.
His explanations are so lucid. With great precision and control, Kennedy writes about those who have lost it;
in this case, a man in the grip of dementia, a city in the grip of a riot, and those involved in a series of
bar-room brawls. George has it explained to him that he has had a good day: This has to have an effect. It got
into my blood. He is a great, energetic reader, while his wife Dana, a former ballet dancer with the Joffrey
Ballet, looks on proudly.
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Go in Action introduces the Go language, guiding you from inquisitive developer to Go guru. The book begins by
introducing the unique features and concepts of Go.

Learn More Who is Ardan labs Trusted by Start-ups to Fortune Companies, Ardan Labs is a high performance
software development firm that builds and delivers reliable solutions and applications since We are a group of
passionate engineers, artists and business professionals focused on building and delivering reliable, secure and
scalable solutions. Whether you are looking to build a website or a distributed application, we can help. We
work together with your company and your vision. We bring your products and services to life. Bill has been
developing software applications for more than 25 years. In he became a pioneer using Go and now has
trained over 2, engineers that work for Fortune companies. He is the author of Go in Action and is the main
contributor of the blog GoingGo. High Aspiration Platform What is our purpose? We engineer solutions for
large and small companies by being champions of integrity, simplicity and performance. Our Vision To
become leaders in the software training and engineering industry. To be known as a premier engineering firm
by creating products and services that help solve our clients problems. Mission Statement To provide superior
quality software engineering products and services that deliver great value to our customer because of the ease
of use, performance and reliability. Big shoutout to intel , golangbridge , and goinggodotnet for bringing this
to Portland. You want to do Go? You should take this workshop. The feedback from everyone was
overwhelmingly positive. I was in for a surprise as before the workshop I was concerned whether I would
understand concepts and whether I would be able to follow along. The Go Workshop got me started on the Go
language. This workshop is perfect for beginners and anyone who wants to learn more about Go. I highly
recommend this. William is extremely passionate about the Go language and his energy feeds into his training.
Very professional, very informative. My favorite section of his training, if I had to pick, was the segment on
MultiWriters. I highly recommend a 3 day course, over a 2 day course. Even after the classes were over,
William was always responsive with additional questions via various social media channels. Each topic was
followed up with hands-on coding problems which helped to solidify what I was learning. My teacher Bill was
not only approachable, but very excited about the language and his enthusiasm was contagious. I enjoyed that
we talked about some of the lower level implementation details of Go which was something that I had found
lacking from some books on the language. Overall I would highly recommend this workshop to anyone
looking to learn Go quickly and effectively. Bill is very friendly and extremely knowledgeable about the Go
language and I am excited to speak with him about Go in the future. The training had an excellent format with
hands on coding examples. After the class I feel as though I have a better understanding of the key concepts,
especially how pointers work. I highly recommend this course to anyone interested in learning more about Go.
Bill and his staff, being some of the foremost authorities in the Go language, were able to make many of the
complex go topics understandable. I would highly recommend their courses to anyone new to Go, or to
anyone wanting to widen their existing knowledge. We all thought the Bootcamp was the best thing at any of
these conferences and I went to both. Awesome work to Bill for presenting and anyone involved in developing
the training. Night and day to other training which is to often just watching someone else live code. From
Yuck to completely Wow-ed is how I will like to describe my respect for Go within three days. I knew
nothing about GO before the course.
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William Kennedy is a seasoned software developer and author of the blog www.enganchecubano.com Brian Ketelsen
and Erik St. Martin are the organizers of GopherCon and coauthors of the Go-based Skynet framework.

Lasch and Ellen Roberts Judge: December , Verdict: The Kennedy family name and the concomitant glare of
global media attention made this nothing less than the most heavily scrutinized rape trial in history. From the
house they walked down to the beach. What happened next would become the subject of worldwide headlines.
According to Bowman, Smith raped her. The state, satisfied that Smith had a case to answer, filed rape
charges against him. When she rose to speak to a jury of four women and two men on December 2, ,
prosecutor Moira Lasch already had lost an important battle. This meant that Lasch had to pin virtually her
entire case on the word of the accuser. Kennedy of Massachusetts, had watched. Black also got Mercer to
admit that she had failed to inform the authorities of details she subsequently revealed for the tabloid TV
program "A Current Affair. It was a stigma that the witness never fully shrugged off. Black drove home his
advantage by playing Mercer a taped account she had made earlier for the police that contained several
statements that disagreed with the version she had provided the court. In a surprise move, prosecutor Lasch
produced the accuser early in the trial. Following the trial Bowman elected to abandon her anonymity for a TV
interview. Referring to the defendant first as "Mr. Smith," and later as "that man," Bowman described the
alleged assault, saying, "I thought he was going to kill me. On those occasions when his questioning provoked
a tearful response, Black immediately backed off and suggested a recess. Under his deft probing, however,
Bowman did acknowledge a history of problems with men, resulting, she said, from "having one-night stands.
Bowman replied, "What he did to me was wrong. Judge Lupo ordered the remark stricken from the record,
calling it "inappropriate. Much of the defense was built around forensic testimony. Black concluded the brief
account by asking if he had "at any time" raped his accuser. Lasch went on the attack. He reiterated his story
that the evening had turned ugly when he had inadvertently called the accuser "Kathy. I had a wonderful night.
Smith would have tack, claimingnone of it. Failure to abide by this instruction will result in legal action. In
closing, Black said, "they want us to believe that this young man goes up there and rapes a screaming young
woman under the open windows not only of his mother, but his sister, two prosecutors from New York , and
the father of one of them who is a former special agent for the FBI! If she was going to have consensual sex on
March 30, , she would use birth control. After deliberating for just 79 minutes they returned with a verdict of
not guilty. Millions of viewers watched this drama played out on their television screens. For most it was their
first glimpse of the extraordinary problems that attend "date rape" cases. By its very nature this kind of rape
will always remain a question of "he said, she said. Two years after the verdict, William Kennedy Smith had
another brush with the law. He was arrested and charged with assault after he hit a bouncer at a bar in
Arlington, Virginia. Smith pleaded guilty to the charge and was sentenced to hours of community service.
Since completing his sentence, Smith has returned to a relatively quiet life of practicing medicine and heading
an organization he started, Physicians Against Land Mines. Cite this article Pick a style below, and copy the
text for your bibliography.
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Go in Action introduces the unique features and concepts of the Go language, guiding readers from inquisitive
developers to Go gurus. It provides hands-on experience with writing real-world applications including web sites and
network servers, as well as techniques to manipulate and convert data at incredibly high speeds.

His mother was Elizabeth Kennedy-Laurie ? His father was James Waite Dickson, a Scottish artist, astronomer
and linguist. Inventor and film innovator[ edit ] At age 19 in , William Dickson wrote a letter to American
inventor and entrepreneur Thomas Edison seeking employment. He was turned down. That same year
Dickson, his mother, and two sisters moved from Britain to Virginia. In , Edison conceived of a device that
would do "for the Eye what the phonograph does for the Ear". In October, Edison filed a preliminary claim,
known as a caveat, with the United States Patent and Trademark Office ; outlining his plans for the device. In
March , a second caveat was filed, in which the proposed motion picture device was given a name, the
Kinetoscope. William Dickson invented the first, practical, celluloid film , for this application. William
Dickson and his team, at the Edison lab, then worked on the development of the Kinetoscope for several years.
The first working prototype was unveiled in May and the design of system was essentially finalised by the fall
of The completed version of the Kinetoscope was officially unveiled at the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and
Sciences on 9 May Not technically a projector system , it was a peep show machine showing a continuous
loop of the film Dickson invented, lit by an Edison light source, viewed individually through the window of a
cabinet housing its components. The Kinetoscope introduced the basic approach that would become the
standard for all cinematic projection before the advent of video. They also, devised the Kinetograph , an
innovative motion picture camera with rapid intermittent, or stop-and-go, film movement , to photograph
movies for in-house experiments and, eventually, commercial Kinetoscope presentations. In late or early ,
William Dickson became an ad hoc advisor to the motion picture operation of the Latham brothers, Otway and
Grey, and their father, Woodville , who ran one of the leading Kinetoscope exhibition companies. Alongside
Lauste, he helped devise what would become known as the Latham loop , allowing the photography and
exhibition of much longer filmstrips than had previously been possible. The team of former Edison associates
brought to fruition the Eidoloscope projector system, which would be used in the first commercial movie
screening in world history on 20 May With the Lathams, Dickson was part of the group that formed the
American Mutoscope and Biograph Company , before he returned permanently to work in the United
Kingdom in These machines produced moving images, by means of a revolving drum of card illustrations,
similar in concept to flip-books , taken from an actual piece of film. In Britain, they became known as " What
the butler saw " machines, taking the name from one of the first and most famous softcore reels. Dickson spent
his last years quietly in the English countryside. He died on September 28, , at the age of He died without
being given credit for his contributions to the history of modern filmography. A man likely Dickson played
"The Song of the Cabin Boy" on the violin into a megaphone used for a partially off-camera phonograph. The
film was the first to use the Kinetophone , the first device used in the earliest sound films. Fisher Unwin,
London
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By William Kennedy with Brian Ketelsen and Erik St. Martin In this article, excerpted from the book Go in Action, we will
look at a set of benchmark functions that reveal the fastest way to convert an.

His mother is the youngest daughter of Joseph P. He is a nephew of President John F. Kennedy, Senator
Robert F. Kennedy, and Senator Ted Kennedy. He is the biological brother of Stephen Edward Smith, Jr.
Smith spent the first years of his life in Washington D. Later, the family returned to New York, where Smith
spent most of his childhood. Career[ edit ] In , after receiving his M. Smith later completed orthopedic
programs in Bosnia, Angola, Mozambique and South Africa, where he worked as a physician in cooperation
with the International Medical Corps and the International Committee of the Red Cross. The goal of PALM
was to permanently ban the sale and use of antipersonnel and land mines. The CIR also engaged in educational
initiatives and the development of prosthetics technology to improve rehabilitation care for amputees in
war-torn areas and in developing countries. By engineering and disseminating new technologies in prosthetics
and orthotics, the RERC was able to greatly improve access to mobility aids for landmine survivors and other
amputees. Harnessing the power of the Internet, the CIR was able to deliver medical education to workers in
clinics and hospitals in some of the poorest regions in the world. Using several different kinds of educational
materials, including texts, electronic interactive media and face-to-face workshops, courses have been taught
in six countries to over 70 students from 30 rehabilitation centers. Since its inception, the IDRM has released a
series of reports that draw a comparative analysis of living conditions, legal protections, education,
employment, accessibility, health and housing services for people with disabilities. In the summer of , the
team conducted a four-month research study in Kabul, Afghanistan. Local medical professionals received
hands-on training in wheelchair assembly and user assessment, fitting and training. When the workshop
concluded, participants assembled CIR-Whirlwind Wheelchairs, which were distributed to local users.
IDEAnet is a global collaboration of individuals and institutions that provide medical services and
humanitarian relief. Like the CIR, it has a particular focus on disability in low-income and conflict-affected
countries. Its mission is to foster collaborative efforts to use distributed learning and telemedicine to address
health disparities and foster effective, sustainable health services. In addition to his humanitarian and medical
work, Smith founded Medred, a medical software firm, in His presentations on the health consequences of
land mines and international rehabilitation services and issues have been featured at numerous international
conferences, including those of the American Medical Association , Rotary International , and the United
Nations Association of the United States of America. Campaign to Ban Landmines. He is also a past Chair of
the working group on post conflict development and disabilities for the National Council on Disabilities. Other
professional affiliations include: Legal accusations[ edit ] sexual assault charge[ edit ] In , Smith was tried and
acquitted on a charge of rape, represented by Miami -based criminal defense attorney Roy Black in a trial that
attracted extensive media coverage. Smith met Patricia Bowman, [9] [10] [11] a year-old woman and another
young woman at the bar. The five then went to a nearby house owned by the Kennedy family. Smith and the
year-old woman walked along the beach. The woman alleged that Smith raped her; Smith testified that they
had consensual sex. Although three women were willing to testify that Smith had sexually assaulted them in
incidents in the s that were not reported to the police, their testimony was excluded.
6: William Kennedy Dickson - Wikipedia
by William Kennedy. Format: Paperback Change. Price: $ + Free shipping with Amazon Prime. Write a review. Add to
Cart. I just finished the book "Go in Action.

7: Manning | Go in Action
William Kennedy WITH Brian Ketelsen Erik St. Martin FOREWORD BY Steve Francia. To see this in action, we'll review
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a co mplete Go program that implements func-.

8: William Kennedy Smith Trial: | www.enganchecubano.com
William Kennedy Smith (born September 4, ) is an American physician whose work focuses on landmines and the
rehabilitation of landmine victims. He is a member of the prominent Kennedy family and is famous for a well-publicized
rape trial in which he was acquitted.

9: www.enganchecubano.com: Go in Action (): William Kennedy, Brian Ketelsen, Erik St. Martin: Books
William Kennedy ardan-bkennedy. Block or report user You can't perform that action at this time. You signed in with
another tab or window.
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